
#1 Andy Mac against #16 Nathan White 
 
Nathan starting off the first hand with an over bet. Andy re-raises. Call. My god this could be over in one hand. More huge re-raises on 
the turn 6 10 8 8 board. 1640 in the pot. J on the River. Nate flips over 8 4. Trips. Ouch Andy. 4:1 chip advantage on the first hand for 
Nathan. Yikes 
 
Third hand more re-raises. This is absurd. 120 from Andy, re-raise Nate. Andy Call. 3 A 3 flop. Pot of 420. Nathan bets. Andy folds. 5:1 
chip advantage for Nate.  
 
Finally, a limped pot. no idea what I’m watching right now. Way too much stimulation. 6 2 J flop. Pot of 180. Another 2 on the turn. 
Andy bets 120 and Nathan the Whaler Guy folds just like his team.  
 
4:1 chip advantage for Nate. Another limped pot. 6 7 5 flop with 2 hearts. Nate follows form and overbets the pot. Andy goes over the 
top re-raising from 75 to 250. Whaler Nate folds again. Andy trying to climb back into this thing.  
 
Action is slowing after the first few hands. Q A K flop. Pot of60. Nate bets the pot and Andy folds. Action hovering between 4:1 and 
3:1 chip leads for Nate for the last 6 hands or so.  
 
9 8 8 flop. Pot of 120. Andy bets 120, Nate calls. K on the Turn. Checks all around. 4 on the river. Andy bets 225 and Nate folds. Nate 
doing everything he can to keep a stranglehold on this thing. 
 
4 K 8 4 board. Pot of 180. Andy bets 120. Nate folds. Andy has almost crawled back to a 2:1 chip deficit. Andy doing a great job with 
pot sized bets on small pots to crawl back.  
 
We’ve got a pot  of 240 with a Q 9 3 3 board. Nate with a small 90 bet. Re-raise from Andy to 240. Nate thinks a long time and calls. 
Another 9 on the river. Pot of 720. Andy taking his time and bets 300 and Nate folds. 1.5:1 chip advantage now for Nate. Andy has 
crawled back.  
 
3 5 7 Q board. Lots of re-raising. Bet of 200 into a 400 pot from Nate. Andy folds. 2:1 chip advantage Nate 
 
Nathan is the king of over betting the flop. A 2 J 8 board now, Pot of 280 Nate bets 100. Andy calls. J on the river. Another paired 
board. Andy bets 300 and Nate folds again. Almost even stacks and I’m getting tired of writing this live recap.  
 
9 K 8 10 board. Pot of 160. Andy bets 80, nate calls. 5 on the river. 4 spades out there. Andy checks as does nate. No clubs for 
anyone and Nate takes it down with two pair 9s and 5s. 2:1 chip advantage Nate.  
 
8 9 A 6 6. Pot of 560. Bet from nate for 200. Andy calls. Nate takes it down with an A. 5:1 chip advantage. Andy in trouble. So many 
paired boards. Think we just saw the 10th one. Is poker stars rigged for monster hands???? 
 
Pot of 160. 9 10 Q board. Andy bets 120. Nate calls. 4 on the turn. Andy mysteriously checks. Nate bets and Andy folds. Yikes.  
 
Down to 400 chips Andy bumps it and Nate calls. 2 7 7 flop. Andy had 190 left and folded.  
 
Andy with 190 left. 2 10 8 flop. Andy goes all in. Nate calls. Andy wins with a pair of 8s.  Doubles up. Still in trouble.  
 
Andy with 370 shoves all in preflop. Nate folds. Andy shoves again for 420 and Nate folds. Andy now at 460.  
 
Andy at 420. Nate raises pre flop. Andy calls. 7 2 9 flop. Nate bets, Andy folds. Andy needs to make a move. K A Q flop. Andy bets 
100 and Nate folds.  
 
22 minute run time on the match so far. Nate has done a tremendous job not letting Andy climb back in. Andy now getting desperate 
and showing cards when Nate folds. He’s trying to play mind games against Nate’s stranglehold. Someone needs to make a move 
though. Both guys playing scared.  
 
10 Q J flop. Pot of 100. Checks all around Q on the turn. Andy bets 50. Nate calls. A on River. They both check. Andy had 7 
2……….Nate obviously won.  
 
All in hand. A 9 against 9 8. No one hits. Andy doubles up. 29 minutes running time now.  
 
Andy finally making moves 9 2 8 J. Andy checks on a pot of 370. Nate bets 150. Andy folds. He’s got 285 left.  
 
Andy has 5 big blinds left. Finally goes all in. 2 9 J board. Andy all in for 185…..and nate folds.  
 
Andy all in for 145. Nate calls. QJ  for Andy against 2 4 for Nate. 4 on the flop. Andy never hits. And its over! 37 minute run time for the 
cinderella 16 seed!  
 


